The Hattie Carthan Community Food Justice Mural Project

Cultivating Agency Through Art

Twenty-Seventh, August, 2016
At Ten O’clock
Hattie Carthan Community Garden Market
Mural Concept Team

Yonnette Fleming – Multi Disciplinary Artist / Food Sovereignty Farmer / Educator

Jhon Coley – Surreal Muralist – Jhon Coley Follow on Instagram @Jhondrawvolta

Anthony Mc Donald – Visual Artist - Follow on Instagram @antart_

Ruby Olisemeka – Urban farmer/ Farm School NYC 2016 Food Justice Class

Omega Sirius Moon - Multidisciplinary Artist – Omegasiriusmoon.com

Sean Jackson – Youth Farmer (Hattie Carthan Urban Agriculture Corps)

Dennis Glasgow – Youth Farmer (Hattie Carthan Urban Agriculture Corps)
Program

Pouring of libation/
Acknowledgements

Mural unveiling

Group interpretation exercise

Artists and conception team recap of the process and purpose of mural concepts

Mural proclamation

Brief speeches from Food Justice movement leaders

Invitation to enjoy refreshments and partake in programs happening in market.

Thanks

Jessie Smith Noyes Foundation,
Green Guerillas,
Hattie Carthan Community Market
Vision

Food Justice as a Tool for Planetary Transformation:

We use the power of the sun, water, seeds, insects, and ancient cultural traditions to heal ourselves, respect the earth and grow strong. We invite all people to come together in order to facilitate transformation in the Food System and our Planet. At its core food justice is every community exercising their sovereign human right to participate in a just food system.